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Every household has its differences and every household works in its own unique way. But there are 

general and very practical ways to keep every room of the house organised, clean and clutter free.

This walk through a fairly standard house offers a few tips to help make life more efficient in 
each area.

Before we start our tour here are a few organising tips that will help along the way:

Decluttering is an ongoing task that is about making decisions

Decision 1: Does it stay or does it go?

Decision 2: What to do with it in light of Decision 1.

Do I love it? Do I need it? Does it help me live the life 

I want to live?

Ensure that everything has a home

To determine where something should “live” follow this process to 

find items their “homes”:

• If I needed this item, where would I look for it? 

(take it there and work it into the space)

• If I needed this item, would it occur to me that I already have 

one of them?  If the answer is “no”, get rid of it because you’ll 

just buy a new one if you needed it anyway.

Create and hold yourself 

accountable to rules

One such guiding rule should be: One in one out.

To prove to yourself that you won’t miss something 

before moving it along, create a holding space where 

you can leave it for a month or so before making a 

final decision.

1.

2.

3.
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Schedule everything

• If something’s not scheduled it often doesn’t happen. 

• Schedule appointments with yourself to go through paperwork, 

to declutter, to do the washing, to go to the shops, to exercise.  

• Plan your day the night before, have a quick look at your 

calendar and set out anything you need to take with you in the 

morning, pick out your clothes and remind yourself of what 

your first commitment involves. 

Write everything down - get it 
in your calendar or use a brain 
extension app (Evernote, Keep, or 
Trello); get it out of your head!

4.

5.
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Entranceway
It serves as a transition space between the inside and outside and 

introduces the look and feel of the home. It also welcomes all who enter. 

Having a discreet bowl or a place to hang keys, totes, and purses 

ensures that security concerns are taken into account and also 

gives these essential items a home. 

Think of your entrance way as a dynamic area. An area that 

changes throughout the year with the seasons rather than 

remaining the same year round. No need to house your winter hats 

and gloves there year round!

The Living Space Tour
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Living Room
Be clear regarding the purpose of this space, it’s usually a 

multipurpose room for relaxing, entertaining, watching TV. 

To ensure that it can be flexible to those needs, remove 
anything that doesn’t relate to those purposes.

Attractively store items and create zones so that things can 

be taken out and put back to help the room perform in a 

versatile way.

Keep flat surfaces, such as the coffee table, clutter free - remotes in baskets 
and reading material in drawers. This is the central focus point of the room 

so keeping it clutter free ensures that the room is ready for any purpose that 

may arise.
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Bathroom
One of the busiest but smallest rooms in the house. If you can 

keep this area under control you can be organised anywhere 

and everywhere!

Keep your products orderly so you can do a quick inventory which 

will help limit your surplus buying.

Discard expired medications and makeup.

Group items and store at appropriate height levels depending on 

their frequency of use.

Use storage containers and baskets under the sink to instantly 

create order.
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Bedroom
Make your bed! Studies show that those who make their beds in the morning are happier and more 

productive. Also, it’s the centrepiece and most dominating item in the room - let it be symbolic of your 
life supporting you rather than just being another chore screaming throughout the day that it hasn’t 

been done?

Use matching clothes hangers (Velvet Non-slip 
hangers are my favourite!) in your wardrobe 

to create harmony and to use the space 

more effectively.

To help keep a chest of drawers organised, use 

your body as a plan to determine what should 

be kept where. So tops go high - inline with your 
chest and bottoms/socks go low - equivalent to 
your legs.
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Kitchen
Group items together according to what works for you. If coffee, tea and sugar near the kettle and 

coffee maker works better than in the pantry, go for it!

Resist putting things away according to where they fit, not as to where they are used. Play with 
adjustable shelf heights and options to make a space work for you.

Every month, give your fridge and freezer a regular tune up - take everything out, evaluate and 
reconfigure. A game of Fridge/freezer Tetrus can actually be a lot of fun!
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Laundry
Keep products together and in order of use, on a shelf or in a basket within arm’s reach. 

Use the delay function available on many washing machines to program your wash cycle to run while 

you sleep (overnight also equals off-peak electricity which means it’ll be cheaper). This way it’s done 
and ready for hanging when you wake up or whenever you want it to be (I’m a big fan of naps!).

Bonus tip: Set a reminder or timer so you don’t forget!

Odd socks make for great cleaning 

and polishing cloths, as well as for 

placing under the feet of tables 

and chairs when moving furniture 

so avoiding scratches.
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Garage
Be clear as to your garage’s purpose - do not allow it to be the forever storage place of sentimental 
items and/or items that otherwise just have no other place or purpose.

Use vertical storage solutions to make the most of wall space (as usually the centre of the room is 

taken up by a vehicle or other bulky items).

Mount racks and hooks to use the ceiling for off season equipment or bikes.



Thank you
for taking the time to come on this brief tour with me!

This guide is just a hint of the benefits that can come from a little bit of planning and 
applied routine; why not check out some of my other resources to find out more?
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